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New Stoltzfus 8‐Ton Lime And Fertilizer Models
Allow Owners To Swap Axles With Wheel
Tracks That Suit Changing Spreading Needs
RC‐8010 Applies Up To 7,000 Pounds of Lime Per
Acre; Down To 125 Pounds Of Fertilizer For RC‐8012
MORGANTOWN, Pa. (April 28, 2015) – Stoltzfus Spreaders has introduced two 8‐ton row
crop lime and fertilizer spreaders with an industry‐first Easy Swap™ plan that allows owners to
buy and install axles with different widths to accommodate changes in future wheel track
requirements.
The new Stoltzfus RC‐8010 Row Crop Spreader handles up to eight tons of lime with
application rates up to 7,000 pounds per acre, and also spreads fertilizer, compost, chicken
litter, sand, gypsum and other bulk materials.
The larger RC‐8012 holds eight tons of fertilizer with application rates as low as 125 pounds
per acre. It also distributes lime and other bulk materials, including those spread by the RC‐
8010.
“The RC‐8010 and RC‐8012 come with a choice of wheel tracks between 72 and 120 inches
with bolted‐on Easy Swap axles that can be changed out for wheel spaces suitable to changing
row crop requirements,” said Bernard Hershberger, president of Stoltzfus Spreaders. “This
exclusive feature provides growers with an inexpensive way to support future crop spacing
needs without having to buy a new spreader.”
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Steep 53‐degree hopper side slopes on the RC‐8010 ensure steady flows of lime, while 45‐
degree sides on the RC‐8012 provide high capacities of fertilizer. Both models broadcast spread
patterns to 80 feet.
The RC‐8010 weighs 5,800 pounds and has a 10‐foot‐long hopper with a volume of 177
cubic feet, while the RC‐8012 weighs in at 6,300 pounds and has a 12‐foot‐long hopper with
332‐cubic‐foot capacity. Each comes with the industry’s only fully welded unibody construction
with standard Cor‐Ten® HSLA weathering steel hoppers.
Other standard equipment includes a structural steel tube frame, plug‐to‐tractor
hydraulics, sight window, electronic gate actuator, and telescoping chain tightener. Buyers can
choose narrow row crop tires for in‐row applications or optional wider flotation tires for low
compaction in open field operations.
Depending on sizes and options, list prices for Stoltzfus 8‐ton Row Crop Spreaders range
from $26,000 to $47,000, available from authorized Stoltzfus dealers nationally and
internationally, or directly from the company. For more information go to
stoltzfusspreaders.com or call (800) 843‐8731.
Headquartered in Morgantown, Pa., Stoltzfus Spreaders has been supplying spreaders to
global agricultural markets for 70 years, longer than any independent agricultural equipment
company in America. All products are made in the U. S. A.
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Note: Click on low‐res images of Stoltzfus 8‐ton spreaders on the following three pages to
produce 300 dpi versions, or go to the newsroom at stoltzfusspreaders.com. Product
specifications are listed on the following page.
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Stoltzfus 8‐Ton Row Crop Spreader Specifications
RC‐8010
Max Load

RC‐8012

8 Tons

8 Tons

Hopper Volume 177 cu ft

332 cu ft

Hopper Length

10 ft

12 ft

Hopper Width

78 in

102 in

Hopper Depth

46 in

55 in

Side Slopes

53 degrees

45 degrees

Overall Length

19.5 ft

Overall Height

21.5 ft

106 in

115 in

Weight

5,800 lbs

6,300 lbs

Wheel Tracks

Selectable 72 in to 120 in

Standard Tires Row Crop 380/90R46

Click on low resolution images below to produce 300 dpi versions. Hi‐res images also are
posted in the newsroom at stoltzfusspreaders.com.

Stoltzfus RC‐8010 Spreader: The
Stoltzfus RC‐8010 Spreader is 10 feet
long, weighs 5,800 pounds, has a
hopper volume of 177 cubic feet and
distributes up to 7,000 pounds of lime
per acre. It also handles fertilizer,
compost, chicken litter, sand, gypsum
and other bulk materials.
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Stoltzfus RC‐8012 Spreader: Ready to ship,
the Stoltzfus RC‐8012 spreads all types of
fertilizers with application rates as low as
125 pounds per acre. It also distributes lime
and other bulk materials, including those
spread by the RC‐8010. The RC‐8012 weighs
6,300 pounds and has a 12‐foot‐long hopper
with 332‐cubic‐foot capacity.

Easy Swap Axle: RC‐8010 and RC‐8012
come with a choice of wheel tracks between
72 and 120 inches, with bolted‐on Easy
Swap™ axles that can be changed out for
wheel spaces suitable to future row crop
requirements. This industry‐first feature
gives growers an inexpensive way to
accommodate future crop spacing needs
without having to buy a new spreader.

Steep Side Slopes: Steep 53‐degree side
slopes on the RC‐8010 spreader ensure
steady flows of lime, while 45‐degree
sides on the RC‐8012 provide high
capacities of fertilizer.
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Sawtooth Delivery: Proprietary
Sawtooth Delivery System™ ensures
consistent presentation of a full range of
flowable materials onto the spinners.

Top‐Driven Spinners: Dual hydraulic
spinners are top driven, reducing chemical
exposure to their motors and safely
isolating them from bending forces caused
by material pounding on spinner disks.

Choice Of Tires: Buyers can choose
row crop tires for in‐row applications
or optional flotation tires for low
compaction in open field operations.

